
For the last fifty-three years, 
Dr. Thule has traveled the 

universe protecting endangered, 
intergalactic animals that are 

hunted and sold. They enter star 

cloud, NGC 206.

 

On the planet, Xoreffo, 
a black-market corporation, Floram, 
has poached Xoreffo's space pigs 

into extenction. The extract is used 
in a serum for eternal life.

Mantlis Zogroid, 
Was born in 2925.

He has paid local 
alien mercenaries 
an exorbitant 

amount of money to 
extract Xoreffoan 

space pigs. 

L o r e m  
a transmission comes in from
the United Galactic Animal 

Protection Services 
(U.G.A.P.S))

 at Star Base #7. 

Oh, Zogroid, 
we meet again, 
my old friend. 

. 

Elara!!!
any luck 

finding a Landing
on the planet

 Xoreffo? 

B e e p !

B e e p !

B e e p !

B e e p !

B e e p !

B e e p !

A
June, 3095

ndromeda Galaxy

 He is the corpo-
rate overlord of 

Forlam pharmaceuti-
cal that has been 
outlawed for crimes 
against galactic 
species. He was 

last sighted around 
Xoreffo in a X35 
space freighter. 
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we can't land without 
the local’s permission. 

They are refusing  
help from the U.G.A.P.S.

I see the 
transmission.

Their aircraft has been spotted 
in the Elosarian village. 
If we land How will we 
take down Dr. Zogroid's 

ship?

We have to try if we don't 
save the space pigs, 

all life on the planet will be  

Extinguished. 

Lorem ipsum

we can land in an 
unhabituated area, 

if we’re close enough
 to the fire cyclone we won't 

hit the local radars. 
or... we can 

call the U.G.A.P.S. 
for backup.  

Any word
on who's 
behind 
this...

The Xoreffo pigs 
fertilize the planet, 

without them the magnetic 
field will lose its power and 

the fire cyclone will 
destroy 

Everything. 

My
Nemesis,

Dr. Zogroid. 
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We will need to
travel through the inferno,

save the captured 
space pigs and take down 

Zogroid's ship. 

If Dr. 
Zogroid 
can land 

on Xoreffo, 
I can. 

I'll fly 
right through the
 cyclone. Bring on 

cryogenic homeostasis 
and then we will save 

those damn 

space pigs! 

Deimos,
Do you trust 

her 
calculations?

Dr. Thule, 
you’re not 

afraid of a little 
fire, 

 we are 

8,000 light-years  
from landing. 
There s a safe 

landing spot on the 
northern 

hemisphere. 

The cyclone 
looks to 
close for 
landing. 

If Dr. 
Zogroid can 

land on 
Xoreffo, I 

can. 

Warning the fire 
cyclone is gaining intensity. 
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